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Abstract
 The objectives of this article were threefold: first, to examine English loanwords in Mandarin 
Chinese, second, to identify problems Thai students experience using loanwords, and third, to study 
Chinese language lecturers’ instructional methods. According to the research, most students did not 
understand loanwords when using method 2. Methods 1, 3, and 4 also caused misunderstandings 
while incorporating English loanwords into Chinese. However; method 5 produced the highest level of 
understanding in Thai students. The lecturers used different techniques to instruct students relative 
to explaining word origins, and explaining Chinese characters with similar or close sounds to English 
loanwords. 
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บทคัดย่อ
 วตัถปุระสงคข์องบทความวจิยัช้ินนี ้คอื 1) ศกึษาคำายมืภาษาองักฤษในภาษาจนีกลาง 2) ศกึษาปัญหาการใชข้อง
นิสิตนักศึกษาไทย และ 3) ศึกษาวิธีการสอนของอาจารย์ผู้สอนภาษาจีน จากการศึกษาวิจัยพบว่า นิสิตนักศึกษามีปัญหา
การใช้คำายืมวิธีที่ 2 มากที่สุด รองลงมาคือ วิธีที่ 1, 3 และ 4 ตามลำาดับ โดยวิธีที่ 5 นิสิตนักศึกษามีความรู้ความเข้าใจมาก
ที่สุด ในขณะเดียวกันอาจารย์ผู้สอนมีวิธีการสอนที่แตกต่างกัน เช่น อธิบายที่มาของคำายืมเดิม และการใช้อักษรจีนที่มีเสียง
ใกล้เคียงกับคำายืมภาษาอังกฤษในการถอดเสียง
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Introduction
 Accurate and clear communications
between speakers and audiences require properly
defining words regardless of cultural origin. International
communications, such as international conferences,
economic agreements, and political compromises 
are currently globally in vogue. Many countries 
created more transnational policies to develop their 
country, and this includes English as the strongest 
international lingua franca; probably the only 
“world language” in terms of politics, entertainment,
and technology (Brumfit, 1982, Crystal, 1997). Every 
nation has borrowed English words to assist 
understanding facilitate and communications. 
 China borrows words from English speaking
countries more than ever before, because China 
understands the need for effective communication
to assist with modernization and increase
development and trade with other countries. 
Effective communications also aid connections 
with other countries in terms of economy, tourism, 
culture, and politics. Current political pressures 
and modern technological advances compel 
interactions between these two giant linguistic 
communities. The result is changed language – 
notably the influence of English and its international
phraseology on the more regionally-confined 
Chinese (Fishman et al., 1975 : 77). Under these 
circumstances, China borrows words from other 
nations such as Japan, France, Korea, Russia, 
Spanish speaking countries, and Italy. More specif-
ically, several borrowing methods, transliteration 
and translation of words and their meanings are 
adopted into the Chinese culture.
 English affects other languages due to it 
being the world’s official language ; moreover, 
these borrowed words from English have 

significantly influenced the Chinese language. 
Because modern technology produces items and 
concepts not represented by the Chinese language,
China borrows English words to assist with 
understanding these new conventions. As cultural 
concepts from native English speaking countries 
become international in their domain, the words to 
express them are borrowed into the genetically 
dissimilar and culturally contrastive Chinese 
language. There are many methods of borrowing 
English loanwords into Mandarin Chinese, such as 
transliterating English loanwords using Chinese 
characters and using a combination of English 
words that have been translated using existing 
Chinese words. For instance, the word “internet” 
is translated to “因特网 yīn tè wăng.” “Yīn tè” 
is a close pronunciation with “inter” and “wăng” 
is the meaning of the word “net.” And English 
words that have been transliterated using Chinese 
characters such as the word “bowling “are translated
to “保龄 băo líng.” However, English loanwords in 
Mandarin Chinese still have problems. For example,
some borrowed words can be transformed into 
more than one word in Chinese which can lead to 
ineffective and unclear communications.
 The study of English loanwords in Mandarin
Chinese for clear communications also examined
problems of students’ usage and teachers’
teaching methods. Some loanwords utilize Chinese 
characters to translate the words from English ; 
meanwhile other English words cannot be translated
to Chinese, therefore, meanings must be extrapolated
from other words. Furthermore, if students are 
to learn the real meaning of English loanwords in 
Mandarin Chinese and understand the translation 
methods; then, the teacher’s teaching methods 
are very important.
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Research	Objectives	and	Methodology
 The research focuses on a group of 30 
Thai students majoring in Chinese language during 
the 2011 academic year and two lecturers from 
each university, one Thai and the other Chinese in 
the northeastern of Thailand: Khon Kaen University,
Mahasarakham University, and Ubon Ratchathani 
University.The purposes of this research seek to 
study English Loanwords in Mandarin Chinese, 
understand problems Thai students encounter 
when using English loanwords in Mandarin Chinese,
and the lecturers’ teaching methods. The researcher
utilized a total of 90 questionnaires to collect 
data. The questionnaire contained three parts: 
part one utilized a fill-in-the-blanks form, part 
two centered on translating Chinese words to 
Thai or English, and part three matched Chinese 
words to the English meaning. This questionnaire 
does not mention the sixth method (using English 
words and letters using the English alphabet and 
an existing Chinese prefix or suffix that classifies 
the English loanword) and the seventh methods 
(Using English abbreviations as they appear in 
English) because these methods are obvious and 
easy to understand. Furthermore, the researcher 
also interviewed a Thai and a Chinese lecturer 
of Chinese major about the teaching techniques.

Literature Review
	 1.	Loanword	Research
 Word-borrowing means that a word 
originally exists in one language, and speakers of 
another language have imitated it and introduced 
it into their own language (McMahon, 1996 : 5).
A general explanation for the mere existence of 
semantic change in borrowing comes from Kay 
(1995): loan words are especially open to modi-
fication, both on entering the language, and with 

time. One reason is that the meaning or usage of 
a word in its original language may not be fully 
understood nor need it be, as loan words are used 
without reference to their source words. Another 
explanation concerns words of foreign origin. There 
are no deep cultural motivations to protect the 
original meanings in relation to foreign loan words. 
The flexibility of form and meaning of loanwords 
enables them to adapt easily to the structure of 
the host language, and current trends and needs 
(Kay, 1995 : 72). Any word that is borrowed crosses 
cultural as well as linguistic boundaries, and this 
opens the doors to semantic variation.
 Researchers  are  increasingly  more 
interested in loanwords and have studied
loanwords in their own languages. For example, 
George Yule (1997: 65) stated, “the English
language has adopted a vast number of loan-words 
from other languages, including alcohol (Arabic), 
boss (Dutch), piano (Italian), robot (Czech), and 
yogurt (Turkish).” The modern Tagalog is notable 
for its great amount of lexical elements borrowed 
from Sanskrit, Chinese, Malay, Spanish and English, 
among others (Baklanova, 2006). On the other 
hand, Latin has always had a major influence on 
the English lexicon, from the Germanic period 
– even during the continental era, before the 
Germanics reached the British Isles - until today. 
During its gradual development into contemporary 
“English,”  Latin has been the first and most 
consistent of the many languages from which 
English has been borrowed. More than 300 words 
have “survived” into Modern English in their origi-
nal Latin form, such as actor, labor, elevator and 
vertigo (Kuthe, 2007:3). In the case of Chinese, 
loanwords from other languages are English, (马
达, motor) ; (沙发, sofa) or from French; (沙龙, 
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Salon) (Huang and Han, 2005: 1399).
 2.	Loanwords	from	English	and	Other	Languages	in	Mandarin	Chinese	Research
 China utilizes six methods for translating foreign loanwords into Mandarin : free  translation, 
transliteration, literal translation, transliteration and free translation, half transliteration and half free 
translation, and interpretive translation. For example, the “free translation” method reproduces the 
general meaning of the original text or thing. Second, “transliteration” consists in representing the 
foreign loanwords by Chinese characters, while keeping the operation reversible. Third, the “literal 
translation” method literally translates loanwords using  existing Chinese words that keep the meaning 
of the loanwords. Fourth, the “transliteration and free translation” method uses existing Chinese words 
which have similar sounds to loanwords, and also have a positive meaning in Chinese. Fifth, the “half 
transliteration and half free translation” method uses a combination of loanwords that have been 
translated using existing Chinese words and foreign words that have been transliterated using Chinese 
characters. Last, the “interpretive translation” method translates foreign loanwords using Chinese 
characters that have the same meaning as the loanwords (Li : 2002). 
 Linguists analyze loan words for phonics, morphological syntaxes, semantics, and sociolinguistic 
factors. In the past decade, Chinese Linguists found an increased frequency of English loanwords in 
Mandarin, particularly in the realms of technology and communication, pop culture and entertainment,
and politics. Young interlocutors and Chinese English students understand and frequently use loan words, 
and ideas associated with loan words are appropriately integrated into Mandarin based on circumstance
and usage (Hall-Lew, 2002: 3).
 Studies focusing on problems Thai students’ experience using English loanwords in Mandarin 
Chinese are presently non-existent. However, due to numerous schools and universities providing Chinese 
courses, this research is beneficial to both students and teachers in Chinese.

Quantitative Analysis : Results and Discussion
English Loanwords in Mandarin Chinese Translation Methods

 Different literature reviews of foreign and English loanwords in Mandarin Chinese concluded 
that there are seven methods of translating English loanwords into Mandarin Chinese:
 1. The transliteration of English loanwords using Chinese characters; for example: 
 “Hollywood” Chinese translation  “好莱坞”  Hăo lái wù
 “TOEFL”  Chinese translation “托福”  Tuō fú
 “Bikini”  Chinese translation “比基尼”  bĭ jī ní
 “Disney”  Chinese translation “迪斯尼”  Dĭ sī ní
 2. Using a combination of English words translated into existing Chinese words and English 
words that have been transliterated using Chinese characters; for example: 
  “Internet”  Chinese translation “因特网, yīn tè wăng” – “yīn tè” 
   is a similar pronunciation with “inter” and wăng is the 
   meaning of the word “net.” 
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 “New Zealand” Chinese translation “新西兰, Xīn Xī lán”– the word 
   “xīn” means “New” in English and the word Xī lán’s 
   pronunciation is close to “Zealand.”
 “Milk shake”  Chinese translation “奶昔, năi xī” – the word “năi” 
   means “milk” in English and the word“xī” is a close 
   pronunciation with “shake.”
 3. Using a combination of English words that have been transliterated using Chinese characters 
and an existing Chinese prefix or suffix that classifies the transliteration; for example: 
  “bowling”  Chinese translation “保龄球, băo líng qiú” – “băo líng” 
   is the pronunciation of bowling and the suffix “求, qiú” 
   means “ball” in Chinese which explains the meaning of bowling.
  4. Using existing Chinese words that have a similar sound to English loanwords, and also have a 
positive meaning in Chinese that reflects the meaning of the English loanwords in some way; for example:
 “Ford” (an American car brand)
      Chinese translation “福特, Fú tè” The pronunciation 
      is close to “Ford” and the meaning of “福特” is 
      “special happiness.”
 “Carrefour” (French department store) 
       Chinese translation  “家乐福, Jiā lè fú.” The
        pronunciation is close to “Carrefour” and the meaning 
       of “家乐福” is “happiness family.”
 5. Literally translating English loanwords using existing Chinese words to create a new con-
cept in Chinese that keeps the meaning of the English loanword; for example: “Superman,”   
 Chinese translation “超人, chāo rén” – “chāo” 
      means super and “rén” means man or people. 
    “Cold war,” Chinese translation  “冷战, lĕng zhàn” – “lĕng” 
      means cold and “zhàn” means war.
     “Hot line,”  Chinese translation  “热线, rè xiàn” – “rè” means hot 
       and “xiàn” means “line.”
 6. Using English words and letters using the English alphabet and an existing Chinese prefix or 
suffix that classifies the English loanword; for example: 
     “ATM card,”  Chinese translation  “ATM 卡, ATM kă” – put suffix 
       “kă” to classify the word. 
     “SIM card,”  Chinese translation “SIM 卡, SIM kă” – put suffix “kă” 
       to classify the word.
 7. Using English abbreviations as they appear in English. Chinese people translate and pronounce 
English abbreviations the same as the original words. For example:
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 “MTV, Music Television” Chinese translation  “MTV” 
       “NBA, National Basketball Association” Chinese 
     translation “NBA” 
      “DNA, Deoxyribonucleic Acid” Chinese translation “DNA” 

Problems Using Loanwords
 The results indicated that Thai students still have problems using English loanwords in 
Mandarin Chinese. Most students do not understand loanwords that use method (2) – using a combination
of English words that have been translated using existing Chinese words and English words that have 
been transliterated using Chinese characters. For example, “达芬奇密码, Dá fēn qí mì mă – The Da Vinci 
Code,” the word “达芬奇, Dá fēn qí” is close in pronunciation with “Da Vinci,” and the word “密码, 
mì mă” means “code” in English. And another example is the word “Palace of Versailles,” the name 
of palace in France, in Chinese is “凡尔赛宫, Fān’ĕr sài gōng,” “凡尔赛，Fān’ĕr sài” pronunciation 
is close with “Versailles,” and the word “宫，gōng” means “palace” in English or the word “Sydney 
Opera House,” in Chinese is “悉尼歌剧院, Xī ní gē jù yuàn,” “悉尼，Xī ní” pronunciation is close 
with “Sydney,” and the word “歌剧院，gē jù yuàn” means “Opera House” in English. The students 
did not know the real meaning and the translation method. Other methods of incorporating English 
loanwords into Chinese that cause misunderstandings are methods (1), (3), and (4). 
 The students understood method (5) more than the other methods – literally translating English 
loanwords using existing Chinese words to create a new concept in Chinese that keeps the meaning of 
the English loanword.
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Table 1
 Test Results of Five Methods at Each University for Students Using English Loanwords in 
Mandarin Chinese

Table 2
 Test Results of Five Methods for Students Using English Loanwords in Mandarin Chinese 
by Each Method

 

         Method 1  81.81 %
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Lecturers’ Teaching Techniques
 From an interview with a teacher from 
China and a teacher from Thailand, the instructional
methods included the teachers’ explaining the 
word origins and allowing students to observe 
translation methods into Chinese. For example, the 
teacher asked students to observe the translation
methods, or compare English and Chinese words, 
such as, “Golden Gate Bridge” in Chinese is “金
门大桥, Jīn mén dà qiáo,” “金，Jīn” means 
“gold,” “门，mén” means “gate,” and “大
桥，dà qiáo” means “big bridge.” Another ex-
ample is the lecturers first asked students which 
characters were being used to translate or compare 
the pronunciation of English and Chinese words ; 
and then, checked the meaning of English words 
before translating them to Chinese. This way the 
students can use and understand the English 
loanwords in Mandarin Chinese correctly.

Conclusion
 According to the three objectives, seven 
methods were for translating English loanwords in 
Mandarin Chinese. Thai students still misunderstand
English loanwords in Mandarin Chinese. Method 
five had the highest number of students that 
understood it, which was 92.92%. Method two on 
the other hand had the least, which was 80.07%. 
This is because students do not know the origin of 
the words; therefore, they do not understand the 
methods for translating loanwords. The teachers 
from China and the teachers from Thailand all 
had their own teaching methods; for example, the 
teachers’ explanation of word origins and allowing
students to observe translation methods into 
Chinese. The lecturers first asked students which 
characters were being used to translate or compare 

the pronunciation of English and Chinese words; 
and then, checked the meaning of English words 
before translating them to Chinese.

Discussion
  According to Li (2002), there are six methods
of foreign loanwords in Mandarin Chinese : free 
translation, transliteration, literal translation,
transliteration and free translation, half transliteration
and half free translation, and interpretive translation.
But after analyzing the loanwords in Mandarin
Chinese, it was found that there are seven method
of foreign and English loanwords in Mandarin
Chinese that is method (6) and (7). 
  Thai Students still misunderstand English 
loanwords in Mandarin Chinese, because they 
did not understand the meaning of the loanword 
and the method used to obtain or understand 
the loanword. Therefore, teachers should teach 
students how to know the meaning of loanwords 
and make a comparison between loanwords and 
Chinese words. For example, the word “Sydney 
Opera House,” in Chinese is “悉尼歌剧院, Xī ní 
gē jù yuàn”, “悉尼, Xī ní” pronunciation is close 
with “Sydney”, and the word “歌剧院, gē jù yuàn” 
means “Opera House” in English. The teachers can 
use method two’s example like mentioned above 
to teach them. 
  The teachers’ teaching techniques assist 
students’ understanding more effectively relative 
to meanings of loanwords in Chinese, and they can 
assist the students’ understanding of translation 
methods. This will produce a better understanding 
of word meanings. At the same time, if there are 
loanwords in the text, teachers should not only 
explain the meaning of the words, but also explain 
how to know if that word is a loanword and make 
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comparisons between loanwords and Chinese 
words. Due to the large number of schools and 
universities providing Chinese courses, this research 
is beneficial to both students and teachers in 
Chinese.
  This appears to be the research providing
an analysis of problems students have with
English Loanwords in Mandarin Chinese, therefore 
the research cannot be compared. In the future, 

if interested in researching the same topic, the 
research should have different objectives. Later 
on, there will be more results and more ways to 
deal with problems students have when they study 
English loanwords in Mandarin Chinese. Neverthe-
less, more research will provide better pedagogical 
methods of teaching English loanwords in Mandarin 
Chinese will improve teaching standards which will 
enhance student potential. 
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